Abstract-Reliable transmission over an error-prone channel and combine different lost packets from different receivers in is typically accomplished via channel coding or retransmission such a way to allow multiple receivers to recover their lost of the lost information. In this paper, we investigate a joint packets simultaneously with one transmission from the AP. In network-channel coding technique to increase the bandwidth efficiency of wireless networks. In particular, we show that the this paper, we extend and Improve our previous results with proposed joint network-channel coding approach which combines a joint optimization of channel coding and network coding. the recent Network Coding (NC) concept with the traditional Our contributions include (a) some analytical results on the Forward Error Correction (FEC) technique, can increase the bandwidth efficiency for both broadcast and unicast scenarios bandwidth efficiency in single-hop wireless networks such as and (b) a heuristic algorithm that dynamically selects the WLAN or WiMAX networks. We present some analytical results on the bandwidth efficiency for both broadcast and unicast optimal combination of FEC and NC for the given channel scenarios. Based on these theoretical results, we provide a conditions. In particular, our paper addresses the following heuristic algorithm that dynamically selects the optimal level of question: Given the channel characteristics, how should one FEC to be used with network coding technique for given channel maximize the useful bandwidth of a single-hop wireless netconditions. For typical channel characteristics, both simulations work? For typical channel characteristics, both simulations the and theoretical results confirm that the proposed joint network-. r channel coding approach can reduce the bandwidth usage up to theoretical results confirm that the proposed joint networkfive times over the Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) technique channel coding approach can reduce the bandwidth usage and up to two times over the HARQ technique. up to five times over the Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) technique and up to two times over the HARQ technique.
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The organization of our paper is as follows. We first discuss I. INTRODUCTION a few related work in Section II. In Section III, we describe Traditional approaches to transmit information reliably and the problem formulation in the context of WLAN/WiMAX effectively over an error-prone network employ either Auto networks. In Section IV, we provide some theoretical analysis Repeat reQuest (ARQ), Forward Error Correction (FEC), or on the performance of ARQ, HARQ, NC, and network-channel Hybriad ARQ (HARQ) techniques [1] . Using retransmission (NC-HARQ) techniques under different channel conditions. approach, the source simply rebroadcasts the lost data if there Based on these analysis, we describe a heuristic algorithm that is at least one receiver not receiving the correct data. This dynamically chooses the optimal amount of redundancy to be approach assumes that the receivers can somehow commu-used with NC in Section V. Simulation results and discussions nicate to the source whether or not it receives the correct are provided in Section VI. Finally, we conclude with few data. On the other hand, using the FEC approach, the source remark in Section VII. encodes additional information together with the data before broadcast them to the receivers. If the amount of lost data is sufficiently small, a receiver can recover the lost data using II. RELATED WORK some decoding schemes. A HARQ approach combines both This paper is a follow-up work of [6] . In [6] , we proposed of those techniques. a network coding scheme to increase the bandwidth efficiency Recently, the Network Coding (NC) approaches to wireless of a wireless broadcast session. In this paper, we investigate mesh networks, [2][3] [4] [5] have demonstrated a significant a joint network-channel coding technique for both wireless bandwidth improvement over the traditional schemes. The broadcast and unicast sessions. Our work is rooted in the key idea to improve bandwidth efficiency for wireless mesh recent development of network coding for wireless ad hoc netnetworks using network coding consists of (a) allowing every works [2] [7][8] [5] . In [2] , Wu et al. proposed the basic scheme node to listen and cache data being transmitted to its neighbor that uses XOR of packets to increase the bandwidth efficiency nodes and (b) using the cached information of its neighbors, of a wireless mesh network. In [7] , Katti et al. implemented an a node is to broadcast the appropriate coded packets such that XOR-based scheme in a wireless mesh network and showed a with one transmission, many of its neighbors can recover their substantial bandwidth improvement over the current approach. intended data.
Our work is also related to the wireless broadcast model Based on this approach, in [6] , we proposed some network proposed by Eryilmaz et al. [9] . In this work, Eryilmaz et al. coding techniques to increase the bandwidth efficiency of a proposed a random network coding scheme for multiple users broadcast session in a single-hop wireless network such as downloading a single file or multiple files from a wireless Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN). In this approach, base station. Rather than using XOR operations, their scheme the AP (Access Point) maintains a queue of lost packets, encodes every packet using coefficients taken randomly from a Under these settings, we want to characterize the time required for each technique to successfully deliver all the intended packets to all the receivers for given channel charsufficiently large finite field [10] [11]. This scheme guarantees acteristics. We assume a fixed underlying physical bandwidth, that the receivers can decode the original data with high and therefore the time required to successfully transmit all the probability. Another work is somewhat related to ours is that of packets to the intended receivers can be characterized by ratio Ghaderi et al. [12] . In [12] , the authors analyzed the reliability of the number of data bits to the actual transmitted bits. Based benefit of network coding for reliable multicast by computing on this, all schemes under investigation will use the following the expected number of transmissions using link-by-link ARQ definition of the bandwidth efficiency as the evaluating metric.
compared to network coding. Definition 3.1: The bandwidth efficiency is defined as the In addition, there are other works on multi-hop wireless ratio of the number of successfully transmitted data bits to network with multiple unicast sessions, Li et al. [13] [14] have that of the actual transmitted bits.
proved that network coding can provide marginal benefits over By definition, the number of actual transmitted bits is always the approaches that do not use network coding. Also, Lun et al. greater 3) The source assumes to know which packet from while the performance of the HARQ technique depends on which receiver is lost. This can be accomplished the amount of redundancy used. Although one can find the through the use of positive and negative acknowledg-optimal parameters to obtain the highest bandwidth efficiency ments (ACK/NAKs). For simplicity, we assume all the for each technique under the given network conditions, and use ACK/NAKs are instantaneous, i.e., the source knows these parameters for comparison among different techniques, (a) whether or not a packet is lost and (b) identity of doing so may not be practical in other aspects. For example, the receiver with the lost packet instantaneously. This the optimal packet size to achieve the highest bandwidth implicitly assumes that ACK/NAKs are never lost. This efficiency for ARQ technique might be too small or too large assumption is not critical as we can easily incorporate to be efficiently realized in hardware. Therefore, the aim of the delay and bandwidth used by ACK/NAKs into this section is to provide the analytical expressions for the the analysis. In addition, we assume that CRC with bandwidth efficiencies of different transmission techniques as sufficiently large width r (bits) is used for every packet, a function of their parameters, and omit the optimal selections such as the probability of an undetectable bit error within Of these parameters. When comparing the performance of two a packet is virtually zero. techniques, we will provide the justification for choosing the 4) We assume that the packet loss at a receiver i follows the ranges of the parameters that make the most sense.
Bernoulli distribution with parameter Pi. Furthermore, To aid the analysis, we define the following terms: the packet losses at these receivers are uncorrelated. This . Li: The number of data bits in a packet intended for 2) ARQ Unicast: For unicast scenario, each receiver wants receiver Ri.
to receive M distinct packets. so, the unicast bandwidth * RS(n, k): Reed-Solomon code with k data symbols and efficiency UA can be easily derived as:
n-k redundant symbols.
. m: The number of bits per FEC symbols.
UA N * r: The number of bits in CRC used to detect bit error I-PI-P2 in every packet. Every scheme uses the same number of (5) Solomon code RS(n, k) for error correction and r CRC bits Using the ARQ scheme, the sender sends packets in se-for error detection. We assume that the symbol length is m bits quence. If a packet loss occurs at some receiver, the receiver and each packet consists of X code blocks. Upon receiving will send a NAK message to the sender to signal the sender a packet, the receiver first performs the error correction using to rebroadcast that lost packet. Our goal is to compute the RS(n, k) then error checking (detection) using CRC bits. At bandwidth efficiency of this scheme, given the bit error rates the receiver, we omit the use of Chase Combining (CC) [20] at different receivers and the packet size. We assume that a in decoding for ease of analysis. For the broadcast scenario, packet loss occurs when there is at least one bit error within we assume that all the packets are of same size and have a packet. Thus, the packet error probability Pi of the receiver the same FEC protection levels. For the unicast scenario, the Ri can be computed as: packet size is also assumed fixed, while the FEC protection (1) broadcast scenario. 1) HARQ Broadcast: Given that the symbol length is m where N denotes the packet size in bits. We now proceed with bits, the Symbol Error Probability (SEP), i.e., the probability the bandwidth efficiency of ARQ technique for broadcast.
of one or more bits are corrupted within a symbol for a receiver 1) ARQ Broadcast: Let X1 and X2 be the random variables Ro is:
denoting the number of attempts to successfully deliver a SEPi = 1 -(1 -pi)m (6) packet to R1 and R2, respectively. Thus, the number of transmissions needed to deliver a packet successfully to all receivers Therefore, the irrecoverable packet error probability PJ for is a random variable Y = maxi,2}{Xi}. From Equation receiver Ri after using RS(n, k), is:
(1), the probability of j or fewer required transmissions is 2 2 where t [n-kj
Since L = k.m.X -r and N = n.m.X are the number of i=1 i=1 data bits and total bits in a packet, the bandwidth efficiency Therefore, F for HARQ technique can be computed similar to the ARQ techniques as: though one successful transmission of this combined packet may allow R1 to recover packet a, and R2 to recover a3. This Fig. 2 . Combined packets for time-based retransmission: ale a3, a4 D a5, is because R2 does not want a3, and a3 will never be used a7, a9; M= 9 in subsequent packet combining since R1 already had packet then the unicast bandwidth efficiency for two receivers can be a3. Thus, the sender may as well send packet a, to avoid computed as: unnecessary coding. Using this unicast scheme, we have the following proposition: 
In [6] , we proposed a NC scheme as follows. The receiver's protocol is similar to that of the receiver in the ARQ scheme where P1 < P2 and M, the number of packets destined for in which it sends the NAK immediately if it does not receive a each receiver is sufficiently large. packet correctly. However, the source does not retransmit the Proof: lost packet immediately when it receives a NAK. Instead, the Without loss of generality, assume that the receivers R1 source maintains a list of lost packets and the corresponding and R2 want to receive the M odd and M even packets, receivers for which their packets are lost. The retransmission respectively. The bandwidth gain of the network coding techphase starts atafixedintervaloftimeinterms ofthenumberof nique depends on how many pairs of lost packets among time slots. During the retransmission phase, the source forms the two receivers that one can find in order to generate the a new packet by XORing a maximum set of the lost packets combined packets. When the number of packets M to be from different receivers before retransmitting this combined sent is sufficiently large, the probability that the number of packet to all the receivers. Even though a receiver successfully lost packets at R1 is smaller than or equal to that of R2, is receives the combined packets, it must be able to recover close to 1 since Pi . P2 by assumption. Furthermore, the the lost packets, and it does so by XORing this combined average numbers of lost packets for R1 and R2 are MP1 and packets with appropriate set of previously successful packets. MP2, respectively. The retransmitted packets can be classified The information on choosing this appropriate set of packets is into two types: the combined and non-combined packets. As included in the packets sent by the source. For example, Fig. discussed previously, the sender only combines odd and even 2 shows a pattern of lost packets (denoted by the crosses) for lost packets. This implies that on average the number of two receivers R1 and R2. The combined packets are a, e a3, packets one can pair up is min (MP1, MP2) = MP1. As a a4 e a5, a7, a9, where ai denotes the ith packet. Receiver R1 result, there are MP2-MP1 lost packets from R2 that need recovers packet a, as a3 e (al I a3). Similarly, receiver R2 to be retransmitted as non-combined packets. Hence, the total recovers packet a3 as a, e (a, e a3). When the same packet number of transmissions needed to deliver M packets to each loss occurs at both receivers R1 and R2, the encoding process receiver successfully is is not needed and the source just has to retransmit that packet (13) alone. Note that the source has to include some bits to indicate to a receiver which set of packets it should use for XORing. where X1 and X2 are the random variables denoting the In [6] , we have shown that the bandwidth efficiency BN for numbers of attempts before a successful transmission for the a broadcast session is combined packets and non-combined packets, respectively. X2
(1 -max{P P, P2})(N -r) is willing to cache packet a2 intended for R2, and R2 is willing Eave [X1 ] 11l to cache packet a, intended for R1, then the two unicast 1 -max{Pi P2} 1-P2 (14) sessions are now equivalent to a single broadcast session. Similarly, when there are R receivers that want to receive different Substituting E[X1] and E[X2] into (13) and dividing it by M packets, a receiver may want to cache everyone else's data in we have the expected number of transmissions to successfully order to use network coding for higher bandwidth efficiency. deliver two packets to R1 and R2 as: However, unlike the broadcast scenario with two receiversp inwhich, acombined packet cnbe an XORed packet of 1l 1 2 -2 (15) any lost packets, in the unicast scenario, the combined packet l must be a XOR combination of an even and an odd packet Consequently, the bandwidth efficiency for NC unicast coding in order to be advantageous. This is because each receiver is is only interested in receiving its own packets. For example, UN 2(N r) 2(N-r)(1-P2) (16) consider the loss patterns depicted in Fig. 2 However, instead of using ARQ when a packet conditions. However, without the channel characteristics, one is lost, it uses the NC technique described in Section IV-cannot determine whether NC-HARQ or NC techniques is C for retransmission. Also, we assume that each receiver better. On the other hand, NC is a special case of NCuses the same packet size and protection level in case Of HARQ where redundant information is not added. Thus, the wireless broadcast scenario. When the sender needs to send optimal technique is the NC-HARQ technique with the right out a combined packet, it first performs XOR on the data amount of redundancy for given channel characteristics. Based before adding the FEC. Conversely, upon receiving a combined on this, we propose the following heuristic scheme which packet, the receiver first decodes the data before performing dynamically uses the appropriate amount of redundancy for XOR to recover the lost packet l. We now begin with an NC-HARQ technique, depending on channel conditions. In analysis of the NC-HARQ broadcast scenario.
order to be fast, our algorithm relies on a look-up table 1) NC-HARQ Broadcast: In [6] , for broadcast scenarios, which stores the tuple of bit error rates and the corresponding we have shown that NC technique is always better than optimal redundancies for each receivers. The bit error rates are ARQ technique in terms of bandwidth efficiency, regardless quantized into a certain step size, and the corresponding optiof network conditions. Thus, it is straightforward to see that mal redundancies are computed off-line using the theoretical NC-HARQ technique should always be better than HARQ results in Section IV-D. technique. Intuitively, this is because the HARQ technique Our algorithm estimates the bit error rates for each receiver essentially transforms an error-prone channel into a more periodically and uses these information to index into the reliable channel by adding FEC, then using ARQ technique lookup table to obtain the corresponding optimal redundancies. to retransmit the remaining packet losses. The NC-HARQ Next, the algorithm applies NC-HARQ techniques appropritechnique also uses FEC to improve the channel quality while ately for either broadcast or unicast scenarios. One drawback employing a better retransmission technique, i.e., NC, thus its of the current algorithm is that the table look-up can be performance should be better than the HARQ scheme. We exponentially large with the number of receivers and the have the following corollary: quantization bins for the bit error rates. A solution would be to Corollary 4.1: The bandwidth efficiency of using NC-compute the optimal redundancies on the fly, thus eliminating HARQ broadcast scheme with R receivers and irrecoverable the need for storage. CRC-32 for error detection in all the simulations. Fig. 3(a) 'If addition in finite field is used instead of XOR, one can also reverse the anFi.3bshwteimlioadtertclbnwdh
Order of addition and channel code since given two packets ali, a2, and a efficiency as a function of bit error rate for broadcast and generator G, G(ai + a2) =Gai + Ga2.
unicast sessions with one sender and two receivers. 
